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Abstract:
Primary sensory cortex integrates sensory information from afferent feedforward
thalamocortical projection systems and convergent intracortical microcircuits. Both
input systems have been demonstrated to provide different aspects of sensory
information. We therefore aimed at revealing the functional microcircuitry in
primary auditory cortex underlying the integration of spectral information as a
model mechanism of how topographically organized representations of stimulus
features, derived from the biophysical constraints of sensory transduction processes
and subsequent neuronal computations, emerge on early cortical sensory processing
level. In a recent study, we have used high‐density recordings of laminar current
source density (CSD) distributions in primary auditory cortex of Mongolian gerbils
in combination with pharmacological silencing of cortical activity and analysis of the
residual CSD, to dissociate the feedforward thalamocortical contribution and the
intracortical contribution to spectral integration (Happel et al., 2010). We found a
temporally highly precise integration of both types of inputs when the stimulation
frequency was in close spectral neighborhood of the best frequency of the
measurement site, where the overlap between both inputs is maximal. Local
intracortical connections provide both, directly feedforward excitatory and
modulatory input from adjacent cortical sites, which determine how concurrent
afferent inputs are integrated. Through separate excitatory horizontal projections,
terminating in cortical layers II/III, information about stimulus energy in greater
spectral distance is provided even over long cortical distances. The analysis of the
spatial and temporal interaction of the aforementioned subsystems allowed us to
propose a conceptual framework of spectral integration in AI that includes different
and partly controversial anatomical and physiological models in the literature.
In this deliverable, we present a short summary of the main results. For a more
detailed overview of the study please see Happel et al., (2010).
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1.

Introduction

Primary sensory cortices have been described to display topographically organized
representations of specific stimulus features, as the spectral distribution of acoustic
signal energy in the case of auditory cortex, dominantly represented in tonotopic
maps (for overview see Schreiner and Winer, 2007). Within this tonotopic map
information from different parts of the signal spectrum is integrated by different
input subsystems, called spectral integration. Previous studies investigated this on
the level of single unit firing behavior (e.g. Ohl & Scheich, 1997; Schreiner et al., 2000;
Miller et al., 2001a,b; Kadia and Wang, 2003) and on the subthreshold integration of
inputs with cell‐attached recording (Wehr and Zador, 2003; Liu et al., 2007) or
recording of local field potentials (LFPs) (Kaur et al., 2004, 2005; Metherate et al.,
2005). They revealed that the fine‐grained suprathreshold representation of
frequencies in primary auditory cortex cannot exclusively be inherited from afferent
feedforward inputs (Miller et al., 2001; Edeline, 2003; Wehr and Zador, 2003; Winer et
al., 2005, Bitterman et al., 2008), but that different short‐range or long‐range
intracortical connections could potentially also provide spectral input to a given
cortical site (Wallace et al., 1991; Budinger et al, 2000). Intracortical inputs could
provide (subthreshold) spectral input to adjacent cortical regions not receiving any
corresponding thalamic input (Metherate et al., 2005; Kurt et al., 2008; Moeller et al.,
2010) or sharpen cortical frequency tuning by intracolumnar circuits which mediate
excitation through recurrent loops that selectively amplify suprathreshold activation
of thalamocortical input (Liu et al., 2007).
These data raise the question how the integration of information about the stimulus
spectrum from thalamocortical inputs and intracortical inputs is organized in time
and space, i.e. across the synaptic populations extending over the dendritic tree of
cortical principal neurons. To answer this question, we have shown in a recent report
(Happel et al., 2010), using analysis of the pure‐tone‐evoked laminar profiles of tone‐
evoked current source density (CSD) in combination with pharmacological cortical
silencing, that afferent thalamocortical inputs and convergent intracortical inputs
have a discernible spatial organization and are differentially recruited in time.
Specifically, when a cortical site was stimulated with a tone frequency corresponding
to its best frequency (BF) or to a spectrally distant frequency (nonBF), we found
thalamocortical or intracortical inputs, respectively, to be the dominant generators of
the initial cortical activation. For frequencies in the spectral neighborhood of the BF
(nearBF), where both input systems exhibit their greatest overlap, we found a
temporally highly precise integration of both inputs to produce a characteristic
laminar activation profile.
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2.

Methods

2.1

Current source density analysis

Based on laminar local field potential (LFP) recordings we calculated the one‐
dimensional current‐source density (CSD) profile from the second spatial derivative
of the LFP (Mitzdorf, 1985, 1986; Steinschneider et al., 1992):

- CSD ≈

δ 2ɸ(z)
δ z2

=

ɸ(z+nΔz) - 2ɸ(z) + ɸ(z-nΔz)
(nΔz)2
(1)

where Ф is the field potential, z the spatial coordinate perpendicular to the cortical
laminae, Δz the sampling interval (55‐75 μm), and n the differentiation grid.

2.1.1

Averaged rectified CSD and residue analysis

The averaged rectified CSD (AVREC, Givre et al., 1994, Schroeder et al., 1998) was
calculated by averaging the absolute values of the CSD separately across the n
channels for each trial. Subsequently, data were averaged across trials (2). While
information about the direction of transmembrane current flow is lost by
rectification, the resulting AVREC waveform provides a measure of the temporal
pattern of the overall strength of transmembrane current flow (Givre et al., 1994,
Schroeder et al., 1998). The relative CSD residues (Harding, 1992) were calculated as
the sum of the CSDs over the n channels divided by the sum of the respective
absolute values (3).
n

AVREC =

∑
i =1

CSD i ( t )
n

(2)

n

relative residues =

∑ CSD
i =1
n

∑

i =1
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2.2

Pharmacological silencing

Intracortical neuronal activity was inhibited using 20 μl of the GABAA‐agonist
muscimol hydrobromide with a concentration of 0.2‐1.0 μg/μl applied topically onto
the dura. In some cases (n=3) we concomitantly applied with GABAB‐receptor
agonist (+)‐5,5‐dimethyl‐2‐morpholine acetic acid (SCH50911; 6 mM, 20 μl), since
muscimol alone potentially activates GABAB‐receptors (EC50=25 μM, Yamauchi et al.,
2000), which would create thalamocortical EPSPs smaller in amplitude due to
presynaptic inhibition (Liu et al, 2007). In all cases we found a strong effect of
response inhibition of the laminar LFP and CSD profiles.

3.

Conclusion

3.1
Cortical silencing to dissociate thalamocortically and intracortically
evoked CSD components
We have investigated the laminar organization of afferent thalamocortical input and
convergent inputs from the intracortical microcircuitry in gerbil primary auditory
cortex. Laminar current source density (CSD) profiles in AI have been evoked by
pure tones using a wide range of frequencies. To dissociate thalamocortical input to
primary sensory cortex from horizontal intracortical synaptic interactions we applied
the GABAA‐receptor agonist muscimol alone (0.2‐1 μg/μl, see Talwar et al., 2001;
Kaur et al., 2004) or concomitantly with the GABAB‐antagonist SCH50911 (1:1.5,
Yamauchi et al., 2000) topically onto the cortical surface.
The CSD profile after BF stimulation in the untreated auditory cortex (Fig. 1A)
indicates feedforward input from afferent thalamocortical projections terminating in
granular layers III/IV and also intracortical connections to supragranular and
infragranular layers (see Fig. 1A, left).
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Figure 1: Dissociation of thalamocortical and intracortical contributions of the
laminar CSD profile. A, Laminar processing in AI differed with stimulation
frequency (BF, near‐best frequency, nearBF, or non‐best frequency, nonBF,
stimulation). B, after cortical silencing remaining sinks were observed
exclusively after BF and nearBF stimulation in thalamocortical input layer IV
(>30 minutes, see Fig. 1). Activations after nonBF stimulation were abolished
completely. Note that the onset latency of the nearBF‐evoked initial granular
sink S1 was faster after drug application. In contrast cortical silencing had no
effect on the onset latency of BF‐evoked S1 (see dashed line as reference).

We found pure tone frequencies of 1 octave distance to evoke significantly different
CSD profiles (nearBF‐stimulation), indicative of activation of different synaptic
populations, in accordance with our previous results on the tonotopic organization
of tone‐evoked local field potentials in gerbil primary auditory cortex field AI (Ohl et
al. 2000a,b). Furthermore, the initial response was found in granular layers
irrespective of stimulation frequency, indicating that initial activation in granular
layers need not be a unique feature of profiles evoked by afferent thalamocortical
input, but could also occur in profiles with a considerable amount of initial
horizontal intracortical input.
Using the described cortical silencing method we aimed at dissociating the
contribution of subcortical feedforward input to cortical CSD profiles evoked with
different stimulation frequencies from contributions of convergent intracortical
input. The robust granular sink S1 indicates activation of synapses mainly within
layer IV which is believed to be the major laminar recipient of tonotopically
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organized afferent input from the ventral part of the medial geniculate body (vMGB;
Budinger et al., 2000; Hackett, 2010). We found this thalamocortical input after BF‐
and nearBF‐stimulation. Activations after nonBF‐stimulation were silenced
completely (Fig. 1B).

3.2

Temporal precision of afferent and local horizontal convergent input

While existing data already indicate a division of labor between thalamocortical and
intracortical input systems for processing BF and nonBF stimuli, respectively, it is not
fully understood how spectral integration is achieved in the nearBF region where
thalamocortical and intracortical input systems have their greatest overlap (see Fig. 1,
middle panel).
Further insight into the functional convergence of thalamocortical and horizontal
intracortical contributions was obtained from the analysis of the averaged rectified
CSD (AVREC), as a measure of the temporal current flow of overall evoked activity
(Givre et al., 1994; Schroeder et al., 1998) and of the relative residues of the CSD
(Harding 1992).
Since activation of presynaptic terminals with its accompanying massive calcium
influx contributes significantly to the LFP (Tenke et al. 1993; Stoelzel et al. 2008), the
largely orthogonal orientations of thalamocortical and intracortical input systems can
be expected to contribute differently to the relative residues of the CSD as measured
with a linear electrode array oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface (see Fig.
2A). Specifically, it can be hypothesized that activation of the horizontal intracortical
input contributes more to the relative residues than activation of the thalamocortical
input (see schematic traces in Fig. 2A), because, current sources and sinks that cancel
each other out are more likely to be distributed beyond the cylinder surrounding the
electrode array where extracellular currents would most contribute to the measured
local field potential.
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Figure 2: Using the residual CSD for dissociating thalamocortical and intracortical
contributions to the laminar activation profile. A, Left, The averaged rectified CSD
(AVREC) waveform reflects the temporal characteristics of the overall current flow at
a given measurement site (Givre et al., 1994, Schroeder et al., 1998). Relative residues
of the CSD, reflect the amount of unbalanced sinks and sources (Harding, 1992). The
mutually largely orthogonal orientations of thalamocortical and intracortical input
systems can be expected to contribute differently to the relative residues of the CSD
measured with a linear electrode array oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface
(see traces). Right, Visualization of the orthogonal thalamocortical and intracortical
fiber orientation using SMI32 neurofilament staining of gerbil primary auditory cortex
(courtesy of Dr. Eike Budinger) reflecting the canonical pattern of fiber orientations in
sensory neocortex (overlaid line schematic after Creutzfeldt, 1983). For further
explanation see text. B, Mean onset latencies (±SEM) of AVREC were significantly
shorter for BF stimulation (paired t‐test, p=0.0006), but AVREC and relative residues
showed no significant differences for near/nonBF stimulation. Mean onset latencies
(±SEM) of relative residues showed significant differences for BF vs. nearBF
stimulation (p=0.023), but were not significantly different for BF vs. nonBF stimulation
(p=0.173). C, Cortical silencing blocked all tone‐evoked relative residues. Significant
AVREC values vanished also for nonBF stimulation. AVREC mean onset latencies for
BF and nearBF stimulation showed no significant difference (p=0.43), (* paired t‐test,
p<0.05).
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We found markedly different latency profiles of AVREC and relative residues
dependent on stimulus condition. AVREC leads the relative residues in time for BF
stimulation, while AVREC and the relative residues show equal onset latencies for
near/nonBF stimulation. After cortical silencing, AVREC was greatly reduced, but
significant amplitudes were found for a narrow band of stimulation frequencies in
the BF region (for quantification see Happel et al., 2010). In agreement with the
hypothesis, relative residues were completely abolished by silencing of intracortical
inputs.
Eventually, we showed that potentially anatomically overlapping afferent
thalamocortical and intracortical pathways are recruited in a way such that both
input systems interact and shape the initial response in primary auditory cortex in
dependence on the stimulation frequency. Specifically, horizontal inputs terminating
in the (upper) granular layers interact directly with afferent inputs when the
stimulation frequency is not the BF. In the latter case, afferent input activates a
cortical site without convergent horizontal interactions.
From the present data on spatial (laminar) and temporal organization of spectral
integration, we propose that information about the spectral energy distribution of
sounds is integrated by at least four different input systems: (1) afferent
thalamocortical input to granular layers (Budinger et al, 2000; Hacket, 2010), (2)
intracolumnar excitation through local intracortical recurrent microcircuits (Liu et al.,
2007), (3) convergent local horizontal intracortical connections between neighboring
columns (Ojima et al., 1991; Budinger et al., 2000). (4) Additionally, long‐range
horizontal connections potentially contribute to the edges of the subthreshold RF via
excitatory connections (Metherate et al., 2005; Kurt et al., 2008; Moeller et al., 2010).
Initial nearBF‐evoked responses thus appear to result from a precise,
spatiotemporally organized recruitment of both afferent thalamocortical and
intercolumnar local horizontal inputs.
For a more elaborate presentation see Happel et al., 2010.
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